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Abstract
We describe the architecture of FlowQoS, a system that makes it
easier for users in home broadband access networks to configure
quality of service based on applications and devices, as opposed
to obscure, low-level parameters. The central tenet of FlowQoS’s
design is control logic that performs application identification and
uses flow-table rules to forward traffic through the appropriate rate
shapers on a home router. The architecture has two components:
a flow classifier, which maps application traffic to the appropriate
parts of flow space; and an SDN-based rate shaper, which shapes
application traffic by forwarding it through the appropriate shaped
virtual links in the home gateway. This paper describes the high-level
architecture of FlowQoS, as well as our current implementation.
Categories and Subject Descriptors:
C.2.3 [Computer-Communication Networks] Network Operations:
Network Management
Keywords: Software Defined Networking (SDN); Home Networks;
Bandwidth management; Quality of Service (QoS)
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One possible solution to address these issues is to delegate QoS
functions to separate control logic that allows a user to specify QoS
policies at a higher level of abstraction. Software Defined Networking (SDN) [5] can facilitate such a redesign, by separating the
network control plane from the forwarding plane. A control application could run directly on the router itself as a separate program
(in the case where the router is powerful enough to run it), or on a
separate device, either inside the home or from a remote location.
In this paper, we present FlowQoS, a system that performs perflow, application-based QoS by delegating application identification
and QoS configuration to an SDN controller. In FlowQoS, the user
of the broadband access network simply specifies the high-level
applications that should have higher priority (e.g., adaptive video
streaming, VoIP), and the FlowQoS controller performs the appropriate application identification and QoS configuration for both upstream and downstream traffic to implement the user’s preferences.
For each flow, FlowQoS performs on-the-fly application identification. It also installs rules in the data plane that forward individual
flows according to user-specified priorities for those applications.
Our system creates links in a virtual topology in the home router,
configures each of these links with a user-specified rate, and assigns
flows to these links to provide rate shaping per application.

Introduction

Managing QoS in home networks is challenging. Home users expect
good performance for data, voice, and video, all with reasonable
Quality of Service (QoS). Guaranteeing good QoS for these applications involves configuring priorities and facilitating sophisticated
per-flow, application-based QoS to prevent one Internet application
from degrading overall performance when it competes for bandwidth with other applications. ISPs may have trouble satisfying
these requirements because doing so requires deploying specialized
equipment in home networks. On the other hand, the home user
has a limited knowledge on how to manage QoS for multiple traffic
flows.
Several mechanisms to provide QoS in home networks have been
proposed and implemented [2, 3, 4, 6, 8], but these mechanisms
have not yet been deployed in broadband access networks. Current
home routers generally have limited computational resources, so
performing application classification may be prohibitive. Users may
also have difficulty configuring QoS functions that are complicated
and obtuse, rather than based on specific applications or devices.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or
classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed
for profit or commercial advantage, and that copies bear this notice and the full citation
on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored.
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FlowQoS Architecture

Figure 1 shows the high-level architecture of FlowQoS. Users specify the maximum allowed bandwidth for specific high-level applications in the home network using a web configuration tool. This
tool then creates the configuration for the rate shaper, which has
two main components described below: the flow classifier and the
SDN-based rate controller.
Flow classifier: This component maintains a lookup table where the
key is a flow tuple consisting of the source IP address, destination IP
address, protocol, source port, and destination port. This component
uses two modules to perform traffic classification. The first classifier performs early application identification of HTTP and HTTPS
traffic, and the second classifier performs application identification
for other flows. The application traffic on ports 80 and 443 (i.e.,
HTTP and HTTPS, respectively) are handled by FlowQoS’s DNSbased classifier. It performs more fine-grained classification; many
classifiers would otherwise classify many types of application traffic
on these ports simply as “web traffic”. This module maintains a
table that it builds using the DNS responses that the switch forwards.
The table includes the A or CNAME record, the corresponding IP
address (in the case of an A record response), and the time-to-live for
the record. To classify flows based on this information, the classifier
checks the A or CNAME record against a list of regular expressions, each of which corresponds to an application type. Because
the sender initiates a DNS request before the corresponding TCP
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Figure 1: FlowQoS architecture

connection, the classifier can associate a flow with an application
before the sender even sends the first packet of the flow.
The second module uses a modified libprotoident library [1] to perform application layer protocol identification for
flows. To classify traffic it relies on the flow tuple, as well as the
first four bytes sent, first four bytes received, first payload size sent,
and first payload size received. The requirement for parsing these
additional fields might require the controller to see additional few
packets before processing the flow, but because QoS enforcement is
lazy (i.e., before a flow is classified, it is forwarded on the default
queue), the requirement to see additional packets is not prohibitive.
Rate controller: Based on the results of classification, the controller
installs rules in the switch for that flow. These rules forward the
flow’s packets through the appropriate path (and, hence, queue) in
the switch. Once the association between flows and applications is
recognized, FlowQoS’s SDN-based rate controller assigns each flow
to the appropriate rate. In existing systems, assigning a priority to
each traffic flow according to user configuration is complicated by
the limitations of today’s home routers: Existing home routers do
not support per-flow rate control; existing mechanisms such as tc
still require configuring virtual interfaces or tagging via iptables.
Even the current Open vSwitch implementation for OpenWrt does
not yet support the parts of the OpenFlow 1.3 specification that
provide for per-flow QoS.
To overcome these limitations, FlowQoS enables per-flow QoS
by instantiating a two-switch virtual topology on the home router,
as shown in Figure 2. Each virtual link between the two switches
corresponds to a different application group (e.g., video, web, gaming). To implement rate limiting, each link has a traffic shaper
(implemented with Linux’s tc utility) that corresponds to the userspecified rate. To perform rate limiting once the classifier has identified the application type for a flow, the switch refers to its existing
rules to determine which inter-switch connection corresponds to
that traffic class. Only flows that need to be rate-limited will be
categorized in a different manner.
When a new flow arrives at the switch, it is redirected to the
appropriate flow classifier. Based on the results from classification,
the controller installs OpenFlow rules into the Open vSwitch components such that the new flow is forwarded on the virtual links with

Figure 2: The virtual switch topology that performs traffic shaping inside
the home router.

the appropriate shaping parameters. Configuring tc on virtual interswitch links is conceptually similar to what OF-config [7] might
enable if Open vSwitch supported the flow-based QoS functions outlined in OpenFlow 1.3. Our dual-switch topology is a workaround
for the limitations of the Open vSwitch implementation.
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Implementation

We have implemented a prototype of FlowQoS on OpenWrt. We
integrated Open vSwitch with OpenWrt to enable the control of an
OpenWrt switch using OpenFlow. We used a Raspberry Pi [10] for
the controller hardware. We implemented the control application
on top of POX [9], a popular open-source OpenFlow controller.
Preliminary results show that FlowQoS improves the performance
of both adaptive video streaming and VoIP in the face of competing
traffic. We are currently extending the system to support additional
features and applications.
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